
                       UERMMC-AFUSA, FDC REPORT JULY 2009 
 
Dr. Ida Tiongco who attended the spring’s AFUSA meeting in Baltimore, Maryland had 
briefed the BOT and officers of the AFUSA on the FDC activities. Additionally, we wish 
to share the following: 
 

   I.  Income and disbursements: 
A. Income for the year 2008 to 2009 

Dr. Ida Tiongco------$500.00 
Dr. Fortunato Elizaga--$1000.00 
Dr. F. Evangelista------$500.00 
Class ’73 Endowment Fund---$4000.00 

B. Disbursements: 
Recurring Programs ( Recognition and Best teacher’s Awards)---- 
        ------$150.00 X 20 = $3000.00 
Educational Grant to Dr. Marivic Villamor for Master’s Degree for 2 years 
        ------$2700.00 

         II.  Suggested projects/ programs: 
A. The AFUSA FDC’s outlook for generating dependable yearly income has 

Been affected by the UERM-MAA’s recent 501 c3 approval and by their 
own FDC programs and ability to disburse funding independently. We 
propose asking the MAAA to actively participate in the annual Alumni 
Convention and share in its proceeds. 

B. To generate interests and funding, we propose setting up Grants specific 
Alumni directed funds, i.e., Data collection on the merits of PBL 
“enhancing programs, etc. This could be funded individually or by class. 

C. Please, again review the updated “ FUNDING APPLICATIONS AND 
INSTRUCTIONS” which we are submitting for your approval and posting 
to the AFUSA website. Please note the change in the deadline for funding 
applications as: “5 weeks” prior to its expected disbursement” to 
accommodate hardships on the School’s programs schedules. Again, we 
are also emphasizing proper and completeness of application 
documentations. 

D. Since the MAAA now has their own FDC programs, we propose clear 
cut delineation of Funding responsibilities to prevent redundancy and 
confusion. 

E. We propose an active Dean’s and Faculty exposure with the ALUMNI  
through periodic updates of the “coming and going” in the School to 
generate more Alumni interests. 

F. A proposal to have a “BEST TEACHER AWARD” for both the Basic  
      and clinical for a yearly award of $200.00 
G. Lastly, to make easier for the school to plan for its  Faculty programs 

requiring funding, we propose that the AVAILABLE FUNDS for the FDC 
be made known in the beginning of its school year or sooner. 

Respectfully submitted, 
           
The AFUSA FDC 
 


